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The Craft of Coloring is pleased to offer our second book: 35 Mandala Designs. These Mandalas

are great for people for all levels of coloring experience as there are a wide variety of tight and open

spaces with many opportunities for shading and texture creation. Each page is single sided to allow

you to color without bleeding through to the next design. The perfect way to relieve stress and sit

down and relax. Contains something for every type of coloring skill level. Go ahead and discover

The Craft of Coloring! This book falls under a wide variety of descriptions! Such as: mandala, tibetan

mandala, mandala coloring book, mandala coloring books for adults, mandalas, mandala art, adult

coloring books mandala, mandalas to color, mandala coloring pages, indian mandala, mandalas

coloring book, celtic mandala.
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The Craft of Coloring creates Mandala Coloring Books for Adults! We also create a wide variety of

other coloring books perfect for coloring books of all skill levels. You can view our full collection on

our  Author Page:

https://www..com/The-Craft-of-Coloring/e/B015GS730A/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1 If you're

looking for an adult coloring book with mandalas, look no further!

Had been thinking for a while about getting an adult coloring book. I purchased this one for just



under $4.00. For the price I thought it would be a good way to get started. It is a book of Mandala

designs, which according to Wikipedia means "circle" in Sanskrit and states that they are spiritual

and ritual symbols in Indian religions, representing the universe. I was not sure I would enjoy

coloring these designs. However, I think this is a very good book to start with because the detail is

small and medium. In other words there is plenty of detail to keep an adult interested and to use a

lot of creativity at the same time, but not too much that it is too difficult or tedious. I finished the one

below in about 1.5 hours. It took me another 30 minutes to paint it, since I was using water color

pencils. I like the water color pencils because it gives creative options: one can use just the colored

pencil, or go back over picture with a paint brush and create a watercolor look, which really

brightened the colors and filed in the white space. For $4 plus the cost of the pencils this is a great

little book which will give me about 70 hours of entertainment and relaxation therapy. (I purchased

"Stationary Cupboard 24 Water Color Pencils" which come with a brush and a sharpener. I would

recommend these pencils)

I have been dying to get one of these adult coloring books, so I could not wait to get started once

this arrived. This designs in this book are so intricate and they are so relaxing to sit and color. There

are 35 different designs and there are endless possibilities! The lines are not too thick and not to

thin, they are easy to stay within the lines, but they do not take away from the beautiful colors you

apply. The pages are thick and although I always use a board behind my pages, the colors usually

do not leak through. I have used several different medias with this coloring book and they have all

turned out great. I would definitely recommend this to anyone who enjoys coloring. It does take

patience, but it is so relaxing that its worth it.

I have always loved to color. It's something I've never grown out of. Imagine my delight with this

new craze of adult coloring books. This book is great it's filled with eye pleasing designs that are fun

and very relaxing to color. I decided to use gel pens to color a few pictures in this book. I was

worried about bleeding so I put a blank page behind the design I was coloring so it wouldn't ruin the

next page. I was surprised to find that even with the more liquidy colors I had no problems with the

color bleeding through the page. These also take some time to do because there is so much detail

to the designs. I had a very relaxing day sitting outside and coloring. My daughter is very jealous

that mommy now has her own coloring book.

I have a half dozen coloring books. This is the only one that the paper tears no matter which



medium I use (pens, soft pencil, hard pencil, crayon, or pastel). Of course, most colors bleed.

Designs are pretty. I will copy on to decent paper. Also, this is nice for beginners because thd pages

are small and not too much detail. But what good is this if the paper tears whenever you try to color.

Now that this is a fad, everyone and their brother is coming out with these. Most have turned into

major hoopla and you need professional artist pens or they are so detailed you need a magnifying

glass and weeks to do them. Most working people do not have that type of time and it causes more

stress. This one is easily worked on, big enough you can see, does not require a professional artist

ability, and can be done in one sitting if you have the time. I have sent this link to many friends who

also have bought it and enjoy it as much as I do and will be looking into the other ones they have.

This is a great little coloring book of mandala designs. I just wish it were bigger for the cost! The

designs have a good variety in form and shapes used. The lines are nice and clean, and the paper

of nice quality. Colored pencil or dry brush techniques can be used on this paper, though wet media

will make it wrinkle, and markers should have an extra sheet of paper insulating between the pages

to keep bleeding from going through to the next page. The illustrations are all on the right hand

page, with blank backsides. There are no perforations, but it would be easy to remove the pages

from the book because there are good sized margins around each image.

This is a beautiful coloring book but it does not have very much variety. The images are all pretty

similar. Solid construction, thick paper with one image per page (no front/back images) so you don't

have to be concerned with markers bleeding through. Overall, I still think it is a great purchase for

the price.

Disclaimer: I was ask to provide an honest review of this product by the seller in exchange for a

discounted price. I should also indicate that I look at the picture and read only the highlighted points

before purchasing the item so I do not know what others have said or any specifics.First

Impressions: I received my paperback book and flipped through the unique and interesting designs

thinking that I could not wait to color again. Each design is on its own page and blank on the

back.Review: Coloring as an adult with adult coloring pages - YES! I have always loved to color but

got bored with the different kid coloring books that were available. This coloring book provides

unique intricate designs that provide a wonderful opportunity of color and patterns to be created. I

teach stress management classes and have begun to introduce the concept of coloring as a great



way to relax. The types of designs provided in this book are perfect to introduce adults to coloring

once again. The pages are not perforated, which is the only suggestion I would have for this

coloring book for adults.Grade: 5 Star
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